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Questions?
Contact Jana Lindley: lindleyj@usd320.com or 785-456-2214 x5204

Your project is to sculpt a creation with your block of Clay using the
provided Tool Kit and then show & tell about it at our event at Iron Clad.
Clay Kit Instructions
Mont Marte Air Hardening Modelling Clay is slow-drying so you can take your time forming it into your design.
If clay begins to dry out, add a touch of water and seal it in an airtight container or Baggie.
Once you have achieved your final design, the finished product can be left to dry to hardness in about 24 hours.

YouTube video link about the product: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocAc--CQdPw 7:43 long
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxZntAeFV3U 4:17 long
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIAfe1yG6ow 31:37 long
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This is a tool to scratch and poke at the surface of the clay and give it texture.
This tool is also used to scratch (but not poke) surface of clay to give texture.
This tool has a twist on each side can be used as a drill or to make cool shapes and twists surface of clay.
This has a point on one end for poking the clay or writing in clay. The other side is a chisel-like flat piece and can be
used to carve a channel or press the end in to make patterns
This has the same point but has a curved and pointed end on the other side that can be used to peel off parts of clay
and make patterns.
Tool has a small chisel that forks in two and a curved flat tipped part on the other side to peel and make patterns.
This is the same forked chisel but a spear shaped tool on other end makes patterns best.
This has the same spear-like end and has the same end as number 5.
This has a flat head and an angled tip and the same curved end as number 6.
Tool has an arrowhead-like end and a slightly curved and concave pointed end on the other to cut channels, peel off
clay and make patterns
This last one has a looped end that is best at removing clay; the other end is the same as on number 10.

IDEAS for your clay creation: a favorite animal, car, or building
or just design something that makes you happy! J

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!

